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1. SuperRAM is a software that you can to unlock or decrease the speed of RAM. SuperRAM will make
your computer run faster by moving more RAM to the cache (or more cache to the RAM). 2.

SuperRAM do is create the cache and the cache file and does the following things on the cache file
(i.e. cache file):       Removes cached files where disk cache file is full. Ex. When you open a

file, it put it in cache and when you close the file, it will remove it from the cache. Removes all older
cached files when computer start up to reduce the cache file from growing infinitely. Clears the

cache file when necessary. We are also want to let you know that SuperRAM offer some free trial
before full download. Features: 1. This program is free, Open-source and Multi-platform. 2. Multi-

language support: English, Deutsch, 简体中文, 日本語, 한국어, ไทย, and many more. 3. SuperRAM is 100% safe.
It will not slow down your computer when you running it in the background. It will do the best job to
make your computer run faster by reading and re-writing data in cache file. 4. Keep your computer

from running out of RAM. By moving more RAM to cache, you will be able to speed up your computer
by using more RAM, thus increasing the chance that you will not experience a crash. 5. Automatic

optimization. You do not need to set anything up, SuperRAM will automatically optimize your
computer based on your current configuration and usage. 6. SuperRAM is extremely easy to use.

First, you need to set up your computer to work with SuperRAM. This is very simple. Then, you can
let SuperRAM run in the background. You can always see memory usage and statistics right in the
taskbar. 7. Compatible with Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Vista, XP and 2003. 8. SuperRAM will maintain
and optimize your system memory on a 24/7 basis. 9. Easy install. SuperRAM can be installed in

minutes. 10. You can optimize memory yourself. If you are a SuperRAM expert, you can
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SuperRam Crack Free Download is an advanced system optimization tool that helps PC users lower
the performance hit of their windows apps by managing their system's physical memory. SuperRam
Product Key Features: * Affordable with powerful features * Flexible to meet your needs * Support for
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32bit, 64bit SuperRam Free Download is an advanced system optimization tool that helps PC users
lower the performance hit of their windows apps by managing their system's physical memory.

SuperRam is an affordable product in this category with powerful features. Easy to use, just do a run-
time check and get the optimized resource size. SuperRam was designed to boost computer

performance by adjusting memory usage, either automatically or manually. The application features
a professional yet easy to use interface that not only provides an important amount of information

regarding computer performance, but it also enables you to take advantage of SuperRam's features
quickly. Basically, the program offers three different tasks, as follows: set up the application and the

way it monitors / optimizes memory, perform a speed test or access the statistics. Setting up
SuperRam is easy as pie because the application displays two different sliders to adjust memory to

maintain and memory to free. As for the speed test, SuperRam tries to determine the small and large
memory block access speed, it tests alternating small / large memory block access speed, as well as

stepped memory block access speed and, in the end, calculates the final score. Last but not least,
SuperRam shows memory statistics and history, with detailed figures on total and available physical

memory and page file memory. As said, the application also makes it possible to adjust memory
usage manually, so it's enough to right click the program icon in the System Tray and hit the “Free
memory now” option. SuperRam doesn't slow down the computer when running in the background,
and it has a truly positive effect on the performance of your system whenever it takes care of the

memory. All things considered, it's no doubt SuperRam is a handy tool that quietly sits in the System
Tray while optimizing system memory. SuperRam Description: SuperRam is an advanced system

optimization tool that helps PC users lower the performance hit of their windows apps by managing
their system's physical memory. SuperRam Features: * Affordable with powerful features * Flexible

to meet your needs * Support for 32bit, 64bit SuperRam was designed to boost computer
performance by adjusting memory usage, either automatically or manually. The application
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==================== A simple yet powerful tool for optimal memory usage on Microsoft
Windows® systems. SuperRam features easy-to-use, fast and easy to use user interface. You will
only need to do is to select the options you want and then click the Start button. You only need to do
a speed test or enter details about your memory usage! SuperRam gives a simple and easy to use
interface for simple and advanced users and has real time feedback on the changes and settings. To
put things simply, SuperRam is easy-to-use memory optimization software. It will take care of your
memory and protect your system. Advanced users can control the application with parameters to
customize its performance. SuperRam shows various tests to show actual memory usage. SuperRam
also shows detailed figures on total and free memory. SuperRam can be configured to monitor and
report on the following information: physical memory, page file and shared data. Features:
============================ All you need to do is select options and click the Start
button.SuperRam is easy to use and does not require large learning curve. SuperRam uses real time
feedback to show if you are performing well. SuperRam was designed to boost computer
performance by adjusting memory usage, either automatically or manually. The application features
a professional yet easy to use interface that not only provides an important amount of information
regarding computer performance, but it also enables you to take advantage of SuperRam's features
quickly. Basically, the program offers three different tasks, as follows: set up the application and the
way it monitors / optimizes memory, perform a speed test or access the statistics. Setting up
SuperRam is easy as pie because the application displays two different sliders to adjust memory to
maintain and memory to free. As for the speed test, SuperRam tries to determine the small and large
memory block access speed, it tests alternating small / large memory block access speed, as well as
stepped memory block access speed and, in the end, calculates the final score. Last but not least,
SuperRam shows memory statistics and history, with detailed figures on total and available physical
memory and page file memory. As said, the application also makes it possible to adjust memory
usage manually, so it's enough to right click the program icon in the System Tray and hit the “Free
memory now” option. SuperRam doesn't slow down the computer when running in the background,
and it has a truly positive effect on the performance of your system whenever it takes care of

What's New In?

1. Adjust Memory Usage SuperRam makes it super easy to adjust the memory usage on your
system. 1. Fully compatible with most Windows operating systems SuperRam is compatible with
most Windows operating systems, including XP, Vista, 7, 8, and 10, and its design makes the
program easy to use. 2. Lightweight with no impact on performance SuperRam is a lightweight and
easy-to-install memory optimization software. It does not slow down your computer operation when
in the background and is super easy to use. 3. Manually or automatically adjust memory usage If you
want to adjust memory usage manually, all you have to do is to right-click the SuperRam's System
Tray icon, and select "Adjust memory" to free or use extra memory. If you want to adjust memory
usage automatically, SuperRam will analyze your system memory usage and indicate whether it's
necessary to use the free memory or use the memory for other system tasks. 4. Easy to use
interface SuperRam provides a professional yet user-friendly interface with an important amount of
information about computer memory usage. It can help you to understand how and when to adjust
the usage of physical memory and the page file memory on your computer. 5. Professional memory
test For a nice speed test, SuperRam allows you to run alternating small/large memory block access
speed test, stepped memory block access speed test, and lastly, calculates the final score.
SuperRam also collects the standard memory usage by its interesting memory statistics and memory
history. 6. Provide you lots of useful tools Besides adjusting memory, SuperRam allows you to reset
the “counter” for determining memory usage and to reset the maximum memory usage. 7. User-
friendly and simple If you'd like to adjust the program's settings, you don't need to be an expert. You
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can quickly and easily adjust the program's settings, including a new user interface, using the
options in the right-click menu and dialog box of the SuperRam's icon in the System Tray. 8.
Comprehensive optimization SuperRam has advanced functions to analyze memory usage and
optimize system memory usage. 9. Free your memory with ease The program allows you to free up
the memory if it is not needed and how to safely let the program free the memory. 10. Language
support SuperRam provides language support in both English and Chinese. In the business world,
getting information about your competitors is a great way to improve
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System Requirements:

Minimum system requirements are shown below: OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 Processor: Intel
Pentium III 550 MHz or better Memory: 1024 MB RAM Hard Disk: 1.5 GB available space Video: 64 MB
video card DirectX: Version 9.0c Input: Keyboard and mouse only Sound: DirectX sound card or
compatible Mac OS X: Pentium II Processor 128 MB RAM 1024x768 Screen
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